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Centrifugo-magnetic pump for gas-to-liquid sampling
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Abstract
This paper describes a novel gas micropump realized on a centrifugal microfluidic platform. The pump is integrated on a passive and microstructured polymer disk which is sealed by an elastomer lid featuring paramagnetic inlays. The rotational motion of this hybrid over a stationary magnet
induces a designated sequence of volume displacements of the elastic lid, leading to a net transport of gas. The pumping pressure was determined
as a function of the frequency of rotation, with a maximum observable pressure of 4.1 kPa without further optimization.
The first application of this rotary device is the production of gas–liquid flows by pumping ambient air into a continuous centrifugal flow of
liquid. The injected gas volume segments the liquid stream into a series of liquid compartments. Apart from such multi-phase flows, the new
pumping technique supplements a generic air-to-liquid sampling method to centrifugal microfluidic platforms.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The toolbox of centrifugal microfluidics has been continuously extended over the last decade. Up to now, a diverse set
of unit operations such as cell-lysis [1], continuous micromixing [2–4], hematocrit determination [5] as well as applications
in (bio-)analytics [6,7] and emulsification [8] for micro process
engineering have been successfully implemented. However, the
processing of gases in rotating microchannels still remains a
challenge since the centrifugal field used for pumping scales
with the fluid density, thus reducing the force density on gases
by three orders of magnitude with respect to liquids. In particular
the generation of gas–liquid flows is aggravated by the buoyancy
of the gas under the strong “artificial-gravity” conditions of the
centrifugal field.
To access the interesting field of gas–liquid flows [9] with our
centrifugal platform, the gas has to be additionally pressurized
with respect to the liquid. To comply with the modular concept
of the rotary system, the typically disposable disk should remain
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passive and the force transmission ought to be accomplished in
a contact-free fashion. We chose a centrifugo-magnetical principle to displace movable, disk-based steel plates which are
incorporated in the lid by permanent magnets aligned along the
orbit of the pumping chamber [10].
Several magnetically driven micropumps were presented
recently where external electro-magnets deflect permanent magnets integrated on elastic membranes [11–13]. Silicone elastomers, predominantly PDMS, are commonly used due to their
simple handling, adjustable elastic properties as well as their
cost-efficiency [14,15]. Compared to these approaches, our
novel design significantly simplifies the setup by drawing the
power for both, the centrifugal liquid pumping as well as the
pressurization of the gas, quasi-independently from the same
rotary power source. Therefore, no additional power supply is
needed to operate the gas-processing part.
The so realized centrifugo-magnetic pumping of gases
supplements our recently presented centrifugal platform for
continuous liquid-processing [2,8,16]. On this platform, liquid
flows are propelled by the pulse-free centrifugal “artificialgravity” field which is self-stabilized by the inertia associated
with the spinning motion. The constant pumping force is of particular benefit for the well-controlled formation of liquid–fluid
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Fig. 1. Sector of the microfluidic disk featuring a network of sealed microchannels. A thin PDMS lid with a thickness of roughly 0.7 mm incorporating two steel
plates is placed above the two pump chambers. The disk spins at a frequency ν to pump liquid through the microchannel network (starting from the in-port towards the
out-port). In addition, environmental gas is pumped by the sequential displacement of the membrane into the pump chambers while passing a stationary permanent
magnet (Fig. 2).

interfaces, e.g. water-in-oil flows, with respect to the reciprocating actuation principles of common mechanical pumps.
This paper starts with an outline of the principle of the
centrifugo-magnetic gas pump followed by the device fabrication. Next, we supply the proof of concept and the experimental
characterization of the pump. In the last section, the production
of gas–liquid flows is presented.
2. Functional principle
Two chambers of our novel, centrifugo-magnetically actuated micropump are located at the same radial but different
azimuthal positions. The two chambers are a valve chamber
able to seal the gas inlet channel and a pump chamber compressing the gas inside the chamber and the connected channel
network at the outlet. The two chambers are sealed by a flexible PDMS lid incorporating metallic inlays (steel, thickness:
400 m, diameter: 5 mm for the pump and 6 mm for the valve

chamber, respectively). The outlet of the pump is linked to a
microfluidic channel network (Fig. 1).
The steel plate inlays above the chambers pass a conventional
permanent magnet placed at a fixed position along the orbit of
the pump. Its vertical distance is set to approximately 4 mm
below the metallic inlays. The magnetic force triggers two phaseshifted displacements in the chambers (Fig. 2).
The pumping sequence exhibits four stages: (a) closing of the
valve with the PDMS-membrane at the seat of the valve chamber; (b) compression of the pump chamber to displace a defined
gas volume into the connected microchannel via the outlet while
the valve is closed; (c) after the permanent magnet has passed the
valve chamber, the inlet is opened again; in the last stage (d), the
pump chamber is refilled by ambient gas due to the relaxation of
the membrane (the magnet has now also passed the pump chamber). During the final step, the small hydrodynamic resistance of
the refilling path (via the pump inlet) compared to the connection channel (connecting the pump outlet to the microchannel

Fig. 2. Functional principle of the gas micropump. The pump chamber orbits above a stationarily mounted permanent magnet. The two steel plates within the PDMS
lid are spaced at a defined azimuthal distance to induce a sequence of displacements during rotation for pressurizing the gas. After the magnet has passed, the
chambers are primarily replenished by ambient gas through the inlet of the valve chamber.
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Fig. 3. Fabrication of the passive disk module. Thin, disk-shaped steel plates are cut by electro discharge machining (a), cast into an approximately 0.7 mm thick
PDMS lid (b) and bonded by self-adhesion to the microstructured polymer disk (f). The microfluidic structures and pump chambers are fabricated using high-precision
milling (d) and drilling processes (e), and partially sealed with an adhesive tape.

network) suppresses backflow from the microchannel connected
to the outlet of the pump into the actuation chamber.
The elastomer lid housing the metal inlays constitutes the
only moving part of the passive disk while the macroscopic
centrifuge periodically actuates the micropump each time the
micropump passes the fixed permanent magnet. By arranging
more than one magnet along the orbit of the rotating pump,
multiple pumping cycles per revolution can be realized.
3. Fabrication
The channels and orifices are micromachined into the polymer substrate by precision engineering processes (Fig. 3). Standard micro milling and drilling processes have been used to fabricate the pump chambers into the polymer. The pump chamber
measures a diameter of 8 mm and a depth of 1.2 mm, featuring a bump with a height of 0.7 mm and a diameter of 2.5 mm
at its center. This hence corresponds to a maximum displaced
stroke volume of 17 L with the maximum stroke of 0.5 mm
(membrane hits the bump on the chamber bottom). The valve
chamber possesses a diameter of 10 mm and a depth of 1.2 mm,
featuring an additional valve seat with a width of 0.3 mm and a
distance of 0.2 mm to the membrane around the 2.6-mm diameter inlet. The calculated dead volume of the entire pump (both
chambers with closed valve) amounts to 133 L.
The microfluidic channel network is (partially) hydrophobically coated and sealed by a transparent adhesive tape to
observe the enclosed liquid under rotation at a frequency ν with a
stroboscopic measurement setup [17]. The self-adhesive PDMS
lid is cast with two integrated steel plates (thickness: 400 m,
diameter: 5 mm for the pump and 6 mm for the valve chamber,
respectively) and cured, resulting in an approximately 0.7-mm
thick elastic lid. The steel plates themselves are manufactured
by wire electrical discharge machining (WEDM) from standard
spring steel. The PDMS lid is aligned above the two chambers
which are not sealed with adhesive tape, so that the center of the
disk-shaped steel plates matches the bump of the pump and the

inlet of the valve chamber, respectively. Afterwards, the lid is
bonded to the disk-surface by adhesion.
4. Pump characteristics
For all the experiments, the disk is mounted up-side down
on a centrifugal drive so that the permanent magnet (NdFeB,
25 mm × 12.5 mm × 3 mm, J54-307, Edmund Industrie Optik
GmbH) can be positioned along the pump orbit (radial position:
35 mm) at a distance of approximately 2 mm to the disk. This
alignment leads to a magnetic field strength of approximately
240 mT directed in the plane of the steel plates when the plate is
positioned directly underneath the magnet. With this configuration, the pump generates a pressure pulse within the microfluidic
channel network connected to the outlet of the pump during
4.6 ms at a rotational frequency of 10 Hz (see Fig. 4).
4.1. Proof of principle
The functional principle of the micropump is directly visualized by the displacement of an ink-colored liquid plug through
a meander-shaped microchannel (Fig. 5). Within the azimuthal

Fig. 4. Timeline of one actuation cycle of the pump at a rotational frequency
of 10 Hz. A full revolution takes 100 ms. The membrane of the valve and pump
chamber, respectively, are considered to be deflected as soon as the complete
steel plates have entered the magnetic field (dimensions of magnet).
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Fig. 5. In this proof-of-principle investigation, the outlet of the micropump is connected to a meander-shaped channel. The stroboscobic picture in the middle shows
a static ink-colored liquid plug within the microchannel while rotating at 5 Hz without a magnet placed along the pump orbit. (1–8) As soon as the permanent magnet
is placed at the orbit of the pump, the pump is “on” to suck in environmental air and thus displace the plug in a stepwise fashion through the meander.

channel parts, the plug is merely actuated by the micropump,
only, as no net centrifugal force applies. A static liquid plug
(colored with ink for visualization) can be observed without a
magnet at the pump orbit. A periodic and steady forward motion
of the plug initiates as soon as the stationary permanent magnet
is placed at the orbit of the pump. This proves that the pump
periodically introduces a unidirectional gas flow (at vanishing
counter pressure) of ambient air into the channels on the disk.

pressure p while the air in the right arm remains at the ambient pressure due to the vent. This leads to a radial offset r
between the opposing menisci of the plug. The asymmetry stabilizes under the impact of the pumping pressure p and the
counteracting centrifugal force Fν , and the static equilibrium
of r represents a direct measure for the maximum achievable
back-pressure that results in a zero net-flow.
This pressure can be derived from the equation

4.2. Counter pressure

p = ρω2 rr̄

A series of experiments was conducted to visualize the maximum pressure head of the gas pump. To this end, the pump
is connected to the left arm of the U-shaped channel (width:
1 mm, depth: 500 m) in Fig. 6. A plug of ink-colored DI-water
is introduced into the channel through the right arm that remains
open, thus acting as an air vent. Upon rotation, the two liquid–air
interfaces of the water plug tend to level out by the principle of
hydrostatic pressure balance within the strong centrifugal field
of “artificial-gravity” (∼100 g at 30 Hz).
Once the permanent magnet is positioned above the micropump, the air volume in the left arm is exposed to the pumping

with the liquid density ρ, the angular velocity ω = 2πν and the
mean radial position of the water plug r̄. The results of these measurements are depicted in Fig. 4 (right). For low frequencies of
rotation ν < 33 Hz, the pumping pressure increases almost linearly with the frequency ν up to about 4.1 kPa. Beyond ν = 33 Hz,
the symmetric centrifugal force Fν ∼ ν2 tends to level off r,
thus limiting the observable range of pumping pressures p since
the optical read of r from the stroboscopic gray-scale images is
limited to approximately ±0.4 mm. At frequencies below 10 Hz,
the meniscus in the right arm lifts the plug through the air vent.

(1)

Fig. 6. Visualization of the pressure head by a U-shaped channel (width: 1 mm, depth: 500 m). Depending on the frequency of rotation ν, a radial offset r emerges
between the opposing capillaries representing the maximum pressure of the gas micropump. While the pressure head p rises with ν, r still tends to vanish towards
large ν due to the increasing impact of the radially symmetric centrifugal force Fν (right graph). And since the optical readout of the radial offset is limited to an
accuracy of approximately ±0.4 mm, our principle of measuring p via r is thus confined to the frequency range below about 30 Hz.
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Fig. 7. Different modes of gas–liquid flow at a rotational frequency of ν = 10 Hz within a meander-shaped microchannel (width: 700 m, depth: 200 m). A segment
of the microfluidic disk as well as the principle of the introduction of gas bubbles is shown in the top sketch. The azimuthal positions of the magnets with respect to the
camera window are indicated on top of each photography. The production rate of the gas bubbles depends on the number and the alignment of the permanent magnets
along the orbit of the rotating micropump. Without any magnets, no gas bubbles are generated, thus validating the functional principle to the centrifugo-magnetic
pump.

The increase of the pumping pressure with the frequency
of rotation ν is attributed to the growing number of volume
displacement cycles per unit time when a constant stroke is
assumed. This frequency dependent effect tends elevate the average pressure within the pump and thus also in the U-shaped
measurement structure.
5. Gas–liquid ﬂow
Fig. 7 visualizes how the pumping pressure can be harnessed
for injecting ambient air into a continuous, centrifugally driven
liquid stream (ink-colored water). The rotating pump generates
a periodic sequence of pressure pulses. Once the gas pressure is
sufficiently high at the junction of the outlet channel to the liquid
guiding flow channel, a gas bubble is injected into the continuous
liquid stream as depicted in the schematic drawing at the top of
Fig. 7. At a given frequency of rotation ν = 10 Hz, the bubble
rate changes with the number and the azimuthal position(s) of
the permanent magnets which can be placed at 45◦ , 135◦ and
225◦ with respect to the point of observation. The number of
magnets and the frequency ν also set the volume ratio between
gas and liquid phase.
The bubbles within the meander channel display a volume of
approximately 0.5 L. This is far below the theoretical stroke
volume of the pump chamber of 17 L which is displaced by
the pumping action. As the overall pressurized volume 139.7 L
(volumes of the pump chamber: 133 L plus the volume of
the connection channel between the outlet of the pump and
the junction: 6.7 L) exceeds the inserted volume (0.5 L) by
more than a factor of 200, only a small fraction (<3%) of the
displaced volume (<17 L) is actually inserted into the liquid.

Assuming a full stroke and neglecting the additional hydrostatic
pressure on the bubble as well as backward flow through the
valve, the pressure for the insertion hence increases by a factor of about 1.13 = 139.7 L/(139.7 L − 17 L + 0.5 L), only,
with respect to the undeflected pump membrane. The maximum
rate of bubble injection amounts to 30 bubbles per second (with
three magnets on the orbit of the pump at ν = 10 Hz). This rate
thus corresponds to a gas-injection “flow rate” of 15 L s−1 if
the volumes are measured under the pressure conditions within
the liquid stream and 17 L s−1 (≈1.13 × 15 L s−1 ) measured
at ambient pressure.
One easily recognizes that the pump is far away from being
optimized regarding the pumping performance. Still, it clearly
fulfils our original objective to inject a train of bubbles composed of ambient air into the centrifugal flow through the radial
channel.
6. Summary and outlook
We presented for the first time a centrifugo-magnetically
actuated gas micropump. Pumping is implemented by the phaseshifted displacement of two metal inlays incorporated in the
elastic lid of the passive and possibly disposable polymer disk.
The new functional principle as well as the fabrication method
well comply with the modular approach of centrifugal microfluidic platforms.
The new pump adds two important unit operations to centrifugally driven microfluidics, the sampling of gas volumes and their
introduction to liquid-phase assays on a lab-on-a-disk as well as
the generation of trains of discrete liquid plugs segmented by
gas bubbles.
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